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Abstract 
This Paper is concerned with the concepts of contact and confusion in net theory. The 
modeling power of contacts is investigated and related to the description of the non sequential 
behaviour by means of concurrent processes. In a second part the notion of confusion, primarily 
asymmetric confusion, is examined. It is shown that this phenomenon is inherent to any 
reasonable net model of a mutual exclusion module. As examples of possible consequences we 
briefly discuss metastability in bistable asynchronous devices, limitations for the modelling 
power of free-choice nets, and implications for fairness- and priority-requirements in distributed 
Systems. 
Keywords: Elementary net Systems; Concurrent processes; Asynchronous interactions; 
Metastability in arbiters 
1. Introduction 
Of the four big con’s in net theory, concurrency and conflict have been thoroughly 
studied throughout the years, whereas the other two, contact [9] and confusion [lO], 
have received comparatively little attention in the literature. 
Contacts are concerned with the enabling of transitions, or more precisely with 
nonenabledness caused by occupied output places. One aim of the present Paper is to 
demonstrate that the concept of contacts permits a concise description of phenomena 
in distributed Systems that are otherwise not easily expressible in net theory, such as 
the distinction between causa1 and temporal dependence, or the characterization of 
causally Unsafe situations. As a formal model for System dynamics we shall define 
a notion of concurrent process, which extends the classical approach to cover 
nonsequential behaviour also in Systems with contact. 
The other property which will be discussed - confusion - concerns a certain kind of 
overlay between concurrency and conflict. The essential Point in confusion is that it 
prevents a clean distinction between determinstic and indeterministic behaviour. We 
shall show that - although undesirable - confusion is inseparably linked with one of 
the main issues in distributed Systems, namely mutual exclusion. More precisely, we 
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shall provide a formal proof that a particular kind of confusion - asymmetric conjiision 
- is in fact inherent to every net implementation satisfying some weak canonic mutual 
exclusion specification. As examples of applications and consequences of this result we 
shall indicate how it restricts the applicability of “confusion-free” net classes - such as 
free-choice nets - in the modeling of distributed Systems, and briefly discuss implications 
for metastability, fairness requirements, and priority assignments in asynchronous Systems. 
The Paper does not require any formal knowledge of net theory. However, for 
motivational background some introductory text like [13, 14,203 is recommended. 
2. Prerequisites 
We shall use Standard notations for handling Sets. The complement of B in A will be 
denoted by A - B. We write A c B if A is a subset of B, and A c B if A is a proper 
subset of B. The cardinality of a set A is written as ) AJ. The Symbol N denotes the set of 
natura1 numbers (including 0). 
For a binary relation R c X x Y we shall usually write x R y instead of (x, y) E R. 
We define R+ as the transitive, and R* as the reflexive and transitive closure of R. 
The identity relation on a set X will be denoted by idx or simply id, if there is no 
danger of confusion. 
If f: X + Y is a mapping and A is a subset of X, we use f(A) to denote the image 
(f(x) 1 x E A} of A under J 
For a set X, the set of finite sequences (or strings) x1 a.-x,,, n E kJ, of elements of A is 
written as A*. 
A pair (X, <) is a partially ordered set (poset for short), if < is an irreflexive and 
transitive relation. By < we denote the corresponding reflexive Order. If neither x < y 
nor y < x for two elements x, y E X, we write xco y and cal1 them concurrent. For 
short we sometimes also say that x and y are CO to each other. A subset A of X is 
a co-set (antichain) if x CO y for all x, y E A. 
For two posets (X, < ) and (Y, <), a bijective mapping f: X + Y is an isomorphism 
if x < y *f(x) <f(y). Note that the same Symbol < is used for both the orders on 
X and Y, respectively. 
3. Elementary net Systems 
This section contains the basic net notions which will be needed throughout. For 
a more detailed treatment we refer to [13,14,20]. 
3.1. Net structure 
Definition 3.1. (i) By a net we shall understand a triple N:= (P, T; F) consisting of 
a set of places (or P-elements) P, a set of transitions (or T-elements) T with T n P = 8, 
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and a JEow relation F c (P x T) u (T x P). We follow the usual graphical conventions 
for representing nets: places will be drawn as circles, transitions as boxes and the flow 
relation will be indicated by appropriately directed arcs. 
(ii) The set ofelements or domain P u T of N will be denoted by the corresponding 
unbold letter N. 
(iii) For a transition t E T, the set (x E P ( x F t} of input places of a transition t will 
be denoted by ‘t. Dually, t* := {y E P ( t F y} is the set of output places. 
(iv) The vicinity of t, denoted vic(t), is the Union of ??t and t’. 
3.2. Basic net semantics 
We shall only be interested in net Systems where places may contain at most one 
token (except for one remark in Section 4). The following definition will be central. 
Definition 3.2. (i) A state or marking of a net N = (P, T; F) is a mapping 
M: P + (0, l}. A state M will be identified with the subset of places mapped to 1. 
Sometimes we speak of a marked place as a condition holding. Pictorially, a state M is 
represented by a marking of the places belonging to M by black tokens. We shall often 
use the letters A, B, C, D as variables for states. 
(ii) A transition t is enabled in a state M, in Symbols M /= t, iff ??t c M and 
t’ n M = 0. 
(iii) If M + t, the transition t may occur, resulting in a new state M’ = (M - ‘t) u t’. 
We denote this state Change by M 4 M’. The result M’ of the application oft to M is 
often also written as M [t]. Transition occurrences may intuitively be visualized as 
a token flow from input to output places. 
Transition sequences 
Defintion 3.2 is canonically extended to cover also sequences of transition occur- 
rences. 
Definition 3.3. Let N = (P, T; F) be a net, M a state of N, and r = t, ... t, a string of 
(not necessarily distinct) transitions, i.e. an element of T*. 
(i) z is enabled in M, in Symbols M + z, iff there are states MI, . . . . M, of N such 
that 
We write M 2, M, to denote the fact that M is changed to M, by r. The result M, of 
the application of r to M will usually be written as M[z]. 
(ii) The string z is a (legal) transition sequence in N iff it is enabled in some state. 
Notation 3.4. For a state M of a net N we use [M) to denote the set {M [z] 1 M + T} of 
states reachable from M by legal transition sequences. 
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Given this notion of reachability among states we may now specify a net-based 
System by an underlying net structure plus a distinguished state. Note that for 
technical simplicity we shall throughout this Paper always assume System nets to be 
finite. 
Definition 3.5. An elementar-y Petri System, abbreviated to EPS, C consists of a finite 
net N = (P, T; F), i.e. where N = P v T is finite, and an initial state Ci,. The state 
space of Z is the collection [Ci”) of all states reachable from the initial state. In the 
literature an EPS is often also called an elementary net System. 
By tradition the underlying net of an EPS is often denoted in the form 
N = (B, E; F). The elements of B and E are then called conditions (from German: 
Bedingungen) and events (from German: Ereignisse), respectively. We shall occa- 
sionally follow this convention, mainly to avoid misunderstandings in those cases 
when more than one net is involved. 
An elementary Petri System is conventionally depicted in its initial state. Converse- 
ly, every graphical net representation may be interpreted as the definition of a unique 
System where the initial state corresponds to the marked places. 
Example 3.6. Fig. 1 Shows an elementary Petri System C. The states reachable in 
C are {a} = Gin, {b, c}, {b}, and {a, c}. 
3.3. Fundamental situations 
Contacts 
According to condition (ii) in Definition 3.2 there tan be two reasons for 
a transition not to be enabled: (1) either some input condition does not hold, or 
(2) they all hold, but so does additionally some output condition. This latter Situation 
is called contact [9]. Formally: 
Definition 3.7. A contact in an elementary Petri System C is a pair (C, U) where 
C E [Ci”), and u is a transition such that ‘U c C and U* n C # 0. We abbreviate this to 
Contact(C, u). 
Fig. 1. An elementary Petri System. 
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Example 3.8. The elementary Petri System in Fig. 1 has two contacts, namely 
Contact( {b, c}, t) and Contact( {a, c}, s). 
Definition 3.9. An elementary Petri System is contact-fiee iff it has no contacts. 
A related approach to contact freeness assumes that a priori all places may contain 
an arbitary multiplicity of tokens. A transition is enabled if all of its pre-places 
contain at least one. Interest is then restricted to so-called sufe Systems where the 
behaviour does not make any use of this liberty, such that in every reachable marking 
there is actually never more than one token on each place. In the following we shall 
use the terms “Safe” and “contact-free” interchangeably. In the context of this 
Paper this identification will do no harm. The careful reader will however note that in 
more general contexts the formal definitions of the two notions do not actually 
coincide. 
Concurrency, conjlict and Order 
(i) If two independent transitions s, t, i.e. with vic(s) n vic(t) = 0, are both enabled 
in a state M, they may occur concurrently. According to Definition 3.2, the resulting 
state will be the same regardless of any occurrence Order, in particular M [s] [t] = 
M Ctl L-SI. 
(ii) If s and t are both enabled in M, but vic(s) n vic(t) # @, then an occurrence of 
either disables the other, i.e. M [s] k t and vice versa. According to the transition rule 
there tan be two reasons for such a co@ct or mutual disabling between transitions; 
either s and t require a common input, or they share a common output-place, i.e. 
??S n ‘t # @ or s* n t’ # 0. 
(iii) Assume that in the state M the transition t depends on s in the sense that 
it becomes enabled only through the occurrence of s. Again there tan be two reasons 
for this: either the occurrence of s provides the missing input tokens, or it resolves 
a contact by removing one or more tokens from output places of t, i.e. we have 
either S’ n t’ # 0 or ??S n ??t # 0. Note that the second possibility does not occur in 
safe nets. 
For later reference we denote the structural relations in (i), (ii) and (iii) above, 
respectively, by ind, alt and seq. 
Definition 3.10. For two transitions s, t of a net N, 
(i) sind t :o vic(s) n vic(t) = 0, 
(ii) salt t :a 0s n ‘t # 0 v s’ n t’ # 0, 
(iii) sseqt :o s’nt’Z0v’sn’t #0. 
As indicated in (iii) above, dependence between transitions is structurally describ- 
able only up to direction, the particular Order being determined by the System state. 
This is the reason for the definition of seq as a symmetric relation. 
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4. Contacts and processes in Unsafe Systems 
Contact situations are generally not discussed extensively in the literatme. The 
question whether a transition is enabled and how it changes a System state usually 
attracts more attention than the seemingly senseless question, why a transition is nur 
enabled. Moreover, it is well known that contacts tan formally be excluded through 
the addition of place complements [13, 14,203. 
However, it appears that this approach needlessly restricts the expressiveness of net 
models, both with respect to applications, and with respect to “internal” net-theoret- 
ical relationships. This will be briefly discussed below. We then proceed to give 
a definition of concurrent process in the presence of contacts and investigate its 
properties. 
4.1. Interpretations of contacts 
Modeling 
In System modeling with nets, contacts often appear in contexts which rely on 
appropriate timing for correct Operation. 
Example 4.1. Consider a System of two alternating producers a and b requiring 
exclusive use of some resource for the duration of, say, 2 time-units, after which they 
release it and depose the produced item in a buffer c of capacity 1, from which it is then 
removed within 1 time-unit. The dependency structure underlying this System corres- 
Ponds to the EPS C in Fig. 1. Note, however, that the “timing constraints” do not 
appear in the causality-based net description. 
Whenever the specified durations are satisfied, the System works correctly. If, 
however, emptying of the buffer (event u) is delayed, the next Producer will neverthe- 
less try to put its result into the buffer even though it is still occupied. Within the 
System we tan thus distinguish two different types of dependencies: one which is 
structurally implemented - and hence inherently Speed indepedent - and another one 
which relies merely on appropriate timing between uncorrelated activities. In the 
net model the latter type appears in the form of contacts, more precisely as the 
Contact( (b, c}, t) and Contact( {a, c}, s) in Example 3.8. 
The contacts, moreover, indicate how the (real) System could be modified to exclude 
the possibility of malfunction, for instance, by implementing an acknowledgment of 
the occurrence of u as a necessary precondition for the events s and t. Fig. 2 Shows 
a net model of the modified System, the acknowledgement is represented by a comp- 
lement condition C, which holds if and only if c is empty. 
Generalizing Example 4.1 we arrive at a possible canonic interpretation of contacts 
as indicators of Unsafe System states. If contact freeness is by default enforced through 
formal place complementation this degree of freedom is lost. 
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Fig. 2. A safe Version of Fig. 1 
Fig. 3. (a) A place-transition net with place capacities 2, (b) unfolded into an Unsafe EPS. 
Unfolding of place-transition nets 
Another reason for the interest in contacts may be found in the relationship between 
place-transition nets and elementary Systems. 
Formally a place-transition net tan be defined as in Definition 3.2, where the 
mapping M is now allowed to take numbers in N as values, only limited by certain 
numbers called place capacities. 
Fig. 3(a) shows a place-transition net. The Symbols “2” denote the place capacities. 
Fig. 3(b) illustrates a well-known canonic method to unfold place-transition nets 
into elementary nets: (1) each place is unfolded into a set of conditions with size equal 
to the place capacity, (2) markings are distributed to the associated conditions, 
(3) transitions are unfolded into a set of transitions enabling all token movements 
conforming to legal marking representations. We refer to [4,5] for details. Here we 
only wish to emphasize that the contacts in Fig. 3(b) are inherent to the unfolding. In 
fact, it is easily Seen that every nontrivial place-transition net results in an Unsafe 
elementary Petri System. 
4.2. Concurrent processes 
Nonsequential behaviour in Safe nets is classically characterized by concurrent 
processes defined in terms of occurrence nets. We extend this approach to a process 
notion compatible also with contact situations in Unsafe nets. The development is 
based on an informal discussion in [ 163. In [ 17,183 a first formal process definition 
was discussed in a different context, which in particular involved infinite Systems and 
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processes with an infinite past. In the following we shall only be concerned with finite 
Systems and processes with a definite beginning. In this case the formal apparatus tan 
be simplified significantly. 
Definition 4.2. An occurrence net K = (P, T; F) is an acyclic net such that places are 
neither forward- nor backward-branched. Additionally, we shall always assume that 
every element has only finitely many predecessors. Formally, 
(i) F+nid=@, 
(ii) I’pI, Ip’I < 1 for all p E P, 
(iii) for every y E K the set {x 1 x Ff y} is finite. 
By (i) above F+ defines a partial Order on K, for which we shall also write <K or 
simply <. When we speak of the co-relation of K, it is always with respect to this 
partial Order. 
Notation 4.3. If K = (P, T; F) is an occurrence net, we use ‘K to denote the set of 
minimal P-elements, i.e. the set (x E P 1 ??x = 0}, and similarly K” to denote the set 
{x E P 1 X’ = (IJ} of maximal P-elements. 
The main difficulty with the presence of contacts is that we tan no longer struc- 
turally exclude the possibility of multiple concurrent occurrences of System elements. 
Some explicit additional mechanism is needed to guarantee executability of a process. 
Formally, this will be accomplished by the requirement that the underlying occur- 
rence nets are covered by a sequence of co-Sets, each containing only a Single 
occurrence of any one System element. 
Definition 4.4. Let C = (B, E; F, Gin) be an elementary Petri System. A process of C is 
a pair rr = (K, f) consisting of an occurrence net K = (P, T, F) (where without danger 
of ambiguity, the same Symbol F is used for both the flow relations in N and K, 
respectively), and a mapping f: K -t N with the following properties: 
(i) f(P) c B and f(T) c E, 
(ii) ‘f(t) =f(‘t) and f(t)’ =f(t’) for all t E T, 
(iii) there is a total Order tl -g tz < ... of T, extending the partial Order < K (in the 
following usually called a linearization of r) such that for the sets Ai, where AO := ‘K, 
and Ai:= (Ai_ 1 - ‘ti) u tr, i > 0, 
(a) fis injective on every Ai, 
(b) P= Uo<iAi, 
(c) ftAO) = ein. 
Note that conditions (i) and (ii) characterize the mapping fas a so-called folding, (iiia) 
and (iiib) guarantee that the process tan be executed avoiding multiple occurrences of 
concurrent elements. Finally, (iiic) requires the process to Start in the initial state of C. 
It is of course easy to extend the process definition to apply also to runs beginning in 
an arbitrary state. 
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It is straightforward to verify that if the System Z is contact-free, condition (iii) in 
Definition 4.4 tan be reduced to the requirement that f maps ‘K injectively onto Ci,. 
In fact, conditions (iiia) and (iiib) will then automatically be satisfied for any lineariz- 
ation of < K. In particular, it follows that our extended process definition is equivalent 
to the classical one for contact-free elementary Petri Systems. 
In the graphical representation of processes, we shall usually inscribe the elements 
x of the underlying occurrence net with the associated System elements f(x). 
Example 4.5. Fig. 4 Shows a process of the System from Fig. 1. A linearization of 
T required by Definition 4.4(iii) is given by s1 4 u1 < t1 < u2, yielding the “injective 
co-Sets” AO = {al}, Al = {bi, cr}, A2 = (bi}, A3 = {az, c,}, and A4 = {a2). Note 
that the occurrences c1 and c2 of the condition c are concurrent to each other (as are 
the two occurrences ul, u2 of the event u). 
Note 4.6. The linearization s1 < ur < ti < u2 in Example 4.5 is obviously unique, it 
is the only one compatible with process execution. In fact, contacts may even forte 
causally completely independent parallel subprocesses into one unique linear execu- 
tion. This phenomenon is illustrated in Example 4.7. 
Example 4.7. Fig. 5 shown an Unsafe System C (left) and a process of C (right). 
The only linearization compatible with an “injective covering” of the P-elements in 
theprocess(b)isu<t<s<v<...<u<t<s<o. 
In contrast, the reader may wish to consider the System in Fig. 5(a) with the 
differente that only the conditions a and c are marked initially. A process of this 
System is then, for instance, obtained by deleting the “middle lane” from Fig. 5(b). 
This process obviously has more than one linearization. 
Processes and transition sequences 
There is a close similarity between linearizations of T-elements in Definition 4.4(iii) 
and transition sequences in Definition 3.3. In the following we show that processes 
and transition sequences may in fact be constructed canonically from each other. 
Recall that Definition 4.4 covers also nonterminating processes. Accordingly, we 
shall have use also for injnite transition sequences. 
Fig. 4. A process of Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 5. (a) An EPS and (b) a process with a unique linearization. 
Definition 4.8. Extending Definition 3.3, we cal1 an infinite transition sequence 
z = tltz’..t,**. enabled in a state M iff every finite prefix z, = tl -.- t, is enabled 
in M. As before, T is Said to be a (legal) transition sequence iff it is enabled in some 
state. 
(b) 
The derivation of a transition sequence from a process is straightforward. It consists 
in mapping the “linear backbone” supporting the process into the System net. 
Proposition 4.9. Let 71 = (K, f) be a process of an elementary Petri System Z, and let 
t,<t,<..*t,< ..’ be a linearization of the T-elements of Kaccording to Definition 4.4. 
Then o:= f (tI) f (tz) -..f (tn) ... is a transition sequence of C enabled in the initial 
marking Ci” . 
The converse generation of a concurrent processes corresponding to a given 
transition sequence requires a bit more technical overhead, mainly because the 
underlying occurrence net has to be constructed explicitly. 
Definition 4.10. Let o = t1 t2 ... t, ... be a (finite or infinite) transition sequence en- 
abled in the initial state Ci” of an EPS C with an underlying net N = (B, E; F). 
We first define a finite process A, = (K,,, fJ for every finite prefix tl ... t, of o induc- 
tively as follows: 
(i) Put Ko = (Ao x {0}, @,@) with Ao = Gin, and let f0 : Ao x (0) + B be the projec- 
tion onto the first component (x, 0) H x. Note that f0 is injective. 
(ii) Assume T,, = (Kn,fn) has been defined such that 
(a) P,cBx{O ,..., n}, T,,cEx{O ,..., n}, 
(b) fn : K, + N is the projection onto the first component. 
(c) f. maps Ki injectively onto Ci, [tl . . . t,]. 
Now put 
T n+t := Tnu{(&+I,n+ l)>, P,+1:=P,u{(x,n+ l)IxEG+lI, 
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and 
F .- F, u {((x, i), (t n+1* .+,,n+ l))l(x,i)EK,O,xE*t,+l} 
u {((tn+ 13 n+ l),(x,n+ 1))b~~;+1). 
Again let f,+ 1 be the projection onto the first component. 
It is immediately verified tht (a), (b) and (c) above also hold for the case n + 1. 
(iii) Finally, we define the process rc = (K, f) corresponding to the whole of o as 
follows. If o has a last element, say t,, then put rc = rc,. Otherwise, we let rr = (K, f) be 
the Union 
u P,,, u T,; u F, and f:= u f,. 
O$tl O$ll O<fl O$fl 
The following proposition shows that Definition 4.10 is Sound, i.e. compatible with 
the axiomatic characterization given before. The proof is again straightforward. 
Proposition 4.11. Every process TC derived from a transition sequence o according to 
DeJnition 4.10 is a process according to Definition 4.4. 
Closer analysis of the construction in Definition 4.10 shows that the “tags” i in the 
elements (x, i) of the net K mainly serve (1) to distinguish different occurrences of 
a System element x from one another, and (2) to associate proper pre- and post-sets 
with transition occurrences. The actual values i are determined by the Order of 
appearance within the transition sequence. In the following we shall show that 
equivalent transition sequences differing from each other only with respect to ordering 
of independent elements result in isomorphic processes, abstracting from the concrete 
nature of the elements in the underlying occurrence nets. 
Definition 4.12. Let X be an EPS. Two processes rr = (K, f) and 7t’ = (K’, f’) of C are 
isomorphic, if there is an (Order) isomorphism @ : (K, -cK) + (K’, < Kf) between them 
such that f(x) =f’(@(x)) for every x E K. 
The following notion of equivalence between transition sequences will be used also 
in various occasions later. 
Let N = (P, C F) be an arbitrary but fixed net. 
The concatenation oz of two strings cr and t from T* is defined as usual. This 
includes the case where one (or both) consists of a Single transition. Concatenation is 
clearly associative. 
Definition 4.13. (i) Two strings o and r in T* are Said to be equivalent, in Symbols 
o = Z, if there is a sequence 
0 = 00, . . ..fJ” = 7 
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of strings such that for each i = 0, . . . , n - 1 there are o’, 0” E T* and s, t E T with 
Oi = lS’StG”y sind t, oi+ 1 = o’tso’, 
1.e. oi+ 1 results from Oi by swapping two adjacent indpendent transitions. 
(ii) Two infinite sequences o and r are called equiualent, again denoted o = 2, iff 
some finite prefix of (r is equivalent to some finite prefix of r. 
It is trivially verified that (for finite as well as for inifinite sequences) the relation 
= is in fact an equivalence, more precisely a congruence with respect to System 
behaviour. 
Proposition 4.14. Zf o s z, then M + cr o M + z for any state M of N. Moreover, if 
this is the case, and o and z are finite, then also M Co] = M [r]. 
Proof. By induction, recalling from Definition 3.2(iii) that M [s] [t] = M [t] [s] for 
any two independent transitions enabled in a state M. 0 
The following may now easily be verified. 
Proposition 4.15. Let o and o’ be two transition sequences in an EPS Z, both enabled in 
the initial state Ci”. If a = o’ according to Dejnition 4.13, then the processes rt and rc’ 
generated from o and a’ according to Definition 4.10 are isomorphic. 
As a final remark to the relationship between processes and transition sequences we 
mention that the construction of processes from transition sequences according to 
Definition 4.10 and the generation of transition sequences from process linearizations 
according to Definition 4.4(iii) are dual to each other in the following sense: (1) If the 
process rc is obtained from the transition sequence (T, then there is a linearization of 
n returning a. (2) If the sequence a is derived from the process rr, then the construction 
in Definition 4.10 yields a process isomorphic to n. Compare the discussion of 
processes and transition sequences in the context of place-transition nets in [l]. 
4.3. Critical processes and post-solvable contacts 
Recall that one of the central features of a process in a contact-free EPS is that the 
labeling is injective on every co-Set. As illustrated in Fig. 4 above this needs no longer 
be the case for processes in Unsafe EPSs. 
Definition 4.16. A process n = (K, f) of an EPS C is uncritical iff f is injective on every 
co-set in K. Otherwise the process rc is critical. 
Critical processes may appear only in Unsafe Systems. On the other hand, not every 
Unsafe System will support a critical process, see Example 4.17 below. The “classical” 
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process definition depending on injective labeling of every co-set is therefore applic- 
able to a wider class than contact-free Systems. 
Example 4.17. Fig. 6 Shows an Unsafe System, where every process is uncritical. 
In Theorem 4.21 below we shall show that the question whether a System has 
a critical process or not depends on the type of reachable contacts, according to the 
following distinction. 
Definition 4.18. A Contact(C, u) in an elementary Petri System C is called post- 
solvable if there is a transition v, such that C b v and C[u] l= U. 
Example 4.19. The Contact({b, c}, t) in Fig. 1 is post-solvable through the occur- 
rence of u, whereas the Contact((a, b}, s) in Fig. 6 is not post-solvable. 
We shall need the following obvious observation. 
Lemma 4.20. Zf Contact(C, u) in an EPSC is post-solvable by a transition v, then 
0 # vic(u) n vic(v) = ‘v n u’. 
Theorem 4.21. For an elementary Petri System C = (B, E; F, Gin) the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) there is a post-solvable contact reachable in C. 
(ii) C has a critical process. 
Proof. (i) =- (ii): Assume there is a state C E [Ci”) and transitions u, v such that 
Contact(C, u) and C[o] l= u. 
Let o be a transition sequence of C such that Ci, [a] = C. Let (K, f) be the process 
generated by ovu according to Definition 4.10, and let s and t be maximal occurrences 
in K such that 
f(s) = u and f(t) = v. 
Fig. 6. (a) An Unsafe System with (b) an uncritical process. 
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We Claim that s CO t. Suppose otherwise. Then t F2 s, and we may pick an element 
x E t’ n OS. But this implies f(x) E V n ??U, contradicting Lemma 4.20. 
Again because of Lemma 4.20, there must be x E 9, y E ‘t with f(x) =f(y). As s CO t, 
the elments x and y are CO to each other (and clearly also different). 
(ii) + (i): Let (K, f) be a critical process of C. Let t, i t2 < ... be a linearization of 
the T-elements according to Definition 4.4 such that fis injective on each of the 
co-sets Ai, where Ag:= OK, and Ai:= (Ai_ 1 - ‘ti) u tr for i > 0. 
Since P = U o s i Ai, there are indices m < n such that 
mUn i 
A contains a co-set on which fis not injective. (4.1) 
Moreover, we may choose the interval between m and n to be minimal in the sense 
that 
fis injective on all co-sets in, respectively, (a) u Ai and (b) U Ai. (4.2) 
m<ign m<icn 
We Claim that 
t m+t Cot,. (4.3) 
This is seen as follows. Because of (4.1) and (4.2) there must be elements 
XEA,-A,+~ =*tmfl and y~A,+r - A, = t; such that x # y, x coy and 
f(x) =f(y). Now (4.3) follows immediately since t,+ 1 < t, would imply x < y. (The 
alternative t, < t, + 1 tan be ruled out trivially.) 
Now, from (4.3) we tan further conclude that each transition-occurrence ti with 
m+l<i<niscotoatleastoneoft,+I or t,, since otherwise we would have 
t m+l < ti < t,, contradicting t,+ 1 CO t,. 
Moreover, if such an intermediate ti is CO to, say t,, we find that fis injective on the 
set vic(ti) u vic(t,). This is due to the particular choice of m and n above, more 
precisely to (2a). But this in turn means that in the System Z it holds that f(ti) is 
independent from f(t,,) (according to Definition 3.1O(i)). Dually, (2b) implies that f(ti) 
is independent from f(t,,,+ 1) for any ti CO to t,+ 1. 
The remainder of the proof will be conducted within the System Z. Collecting the 
pieces so far we tan construct a legal transition sequence puour of C enabled in 
Ci” such that u = f(tm+ 1) and u =f(t,,), and moreover 
??u r-7 ll* # 0, (4.4) 
since the intersection contains for instance the element f(x) =f(y). 
On the other hand, we have 
ugn~v=uonvo=oun~v=fi. (4.5) 
This is due to vic(t,+ r) n vic(t,) = 0, which holds because of (4.3) plus the fact that fis 
injective on both t;+ r u vic(t,) and vic(t,+ 1) u ??t,, respectively. 
From the above we see that all transitions occurring between u and u in o are 
independent of (at least) one of u and o. We may thus swap u and v with the 
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appropriate elements in o to obtain an equivalent (in the sense of Definition 4.13) 
transition sequence of the form pa’uua”~. 
We tan now finally establish the desired contact. Consider the state C:= Cin[pa’]. 
Since po’uorf’z is a legal transition sequence, C k U; hence in particular ‘U c C. By 
(4.4) this implies V* n C # 0. Moreover, C[u] /= u. Because of (4.5) this means that 
Contact(C, o), and it Shows furthermore that the contact is post-solvable by u. This 
concludes the proof. 0 
Note 4.22. In [S] the result of Theorem 4.21 is proved in terms of occurrence traces 
and quasi-contact-free Systems. A first proof using only net theoretical arguments tan 
be found in [17, 181. That earlier proof covered also infinite Systems, which made it 
necessary to use step sequences rather than transition sequences. In Order to cope with 
step sequences of infinite breadth, the antichains Ai had to be maximal. To ensure this 
the System C was embedded into a place-bordered hull, where by construction 
‘t # 0 # t’ for every transition. The present proof is a simiplified and streamlined 
Version, at the tost of applicability to finite Systems only. 
4.4. Znterpretations of critical processes 
We continue the discussion on modelling with contacts, briefly indicating possible 
applications and limitations of concurrent processes in the analysis of Unsafe Systems. 
Example 4.23. Recall the Producer System from Example 4.1. A possible run of this 
System is given by the critical process in Fig. 4. The two concurrent occurrences cr, c2 
of c indicate that the process tan proceed as desired only if additional ordering 
constraints are respected. The co-sets {b,, cl} and {az, c2) correspond to the “Unsafe” 
situations characterized by Contact({b, c}, t) and Contact( {a, c>, s) on the System 
level. 
The reader may have observed that in the case of Example 4.23 the expressiveness 
of critical processes tan be obtained also by conventional methods based on place 
complementation. In Order to generate all possible runs of this System, it is in 
fact sufficient to consider processes of the safe System in Fig. 2, followed by a deletion 
of the occurrences of the complement place C, leaving only the precedence arrows, 
cf. [8]. 
The reason why this approach works here is that in every process of Fig. 1 there is 
exactly one temporal precedence relation, which is compatible with the capacity 
constraint on c, cf. Note 4.6. Therefore, the insertion of precedence arrows is unam- 
biguous in this case. The following example illustrates that matters will not be that 
simple in general. 
Example 4.24. Let C be the System in Fig. 7(a) denoting, for instance, two cars 
wishing to pass a crossroads c. 
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(4 04 
Fig. 7. (a) An EPS C and (b) a process TI of Z. 
Consider the process n in (b). In Order to turn this process into a System run 
according to the precedence-arrows method sketched above, a definite choice between 
“u before t” or “v before s” is required. But such a decision will by nature be arbitrary, 
since the process itself represents only the causa1 structure of the System run, namely 
the necessity of funnelling in some Order. 
Generalizing Example 4.24, we emphasize that the concept of concurrent process 
proposed in Definition 4.4 unites all structurally possible executions into one single 
semantical Object. Additional ordering requirements such as temporal constraints 
must - and tan - be considered as a qualitatively different layer of description. 
If contacts are interpreted as indicators of possible System malfunction, critical 
processes may help to detect and localize dangerous situations. It is however impor- 
tant to remember that because of Theorem 4.21 this holds only for post-solvable 
contacts, non-post-solvable contacts are not detectable within System runs. Paradoxi- 
cally, this may turn the apparent advantage of uncritical processes into its opposite; 
contact situations not visible within protocols of System runs may be more difficult to 
trace. In practical applications this could become a Source of hard to find System 
failures. 
5. Confusion in mutual exclusion 
Confusion is an awkward phenomenon arising from a mixture of concurrency and 
conflict. From an analytical Point of view it is undesirable as it disturbs the a poste- 
riori reproducibility of System behaviour. However, without confusion it is impossible 
to adequately model one of the main issues (arguably the main issue) in asynchronous 
Systems, namely exclusive access to distributed resources. This section is devoted to 
a proof and consequences of that fact. 
Questions of exclusive access are ultimately reducible to the determination of 
precedence between independent events of some sort. In its most fundamental form, 
exclusive access may be formulated in terms of arbitration between two Signals. For 
reasons of technical simplicity and definiteness, we shall in fact argue in terms of such 
arbitration. 
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5.1. Confision and arbiters 
Fig. 8 Shows a basic Petri net model of an arbiter. The arbiter is ready to accept 
inputs on a? or b?. If, for instance, a Signal (represented by a token) arrives on a?, then 
s may pass it through to the output a!, coincidently removing the token from 4. This 
disables the transition t, such that a later Signal arriving on b? will not be accepted. 
The dual Situation arises if a Signal on b? arrives first. However, if inputs resch a? and 
b? simultaneously, a state results where both s and t are enabled, and in which 
consequently the behaviour becomes unpredictable. 
The central Observation in Fig. 8 is that the ambivalent Situation involves more 
than a simple conflict between s and t. There is a certain asymmetry in that s depends 
on a+, whereas the conflicting transition t does not (and similarly for t, b+ and s). 
Loosely speaking the Situation tan be characterized as an interference Pattern reflect- 
ing that (1) a+ and t may be concurrently enabled, (2) there is a potential conflict 
between s and t, (3) which, however, is only established by the causa1 predecessor a+ of 
s. (Again the dual holds for t, b+ and s.) 
Formally such a Situation will be called confusion, more precisely asymmetric 
conjiision. 
Definition 5.1. Let C = (P, T; F, Ci,) be an EPS. Let C E [Ci”), U, S, t E T. 
(i) Assume that u is enabled in a state C’ E [Ci,), such that C = C’[u]. The tuple 
(ZL, C, s, t) is an asymmetric confusion if 
u seq s alt t ind U, 
and moreover, s, t are enabled in C. 
(ii) The tuple (C, u, s, t) is a symmetric confusion if 
u alt s alt t ind U, 
and moreover, u, s, t are enabled in C. 
Note 5.2. In the following we shall actually only encounter asymmetric confusion. The 
term “confusion” will in general be used as short for “asymmetric confusion”. Both 
Fig. 8. A net model of an arbiter. 
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types are however closely related. As an illustration, assume that the System C in 
addition to u contains an “inverse” transition u-i with ‘(u-i) = U* and (u-i)’ = ??U. It 
is immediately verified that (C, u TI , s, t) is a symmetric confusion if and only if 
(24, C[u], s, t) is an asymmetric confusion. 
Example 5.3. In the System in Fig. 8 there are two confusions (a+, C, s, t) and 
(b+, C, t, s), both associated with the state C = (a?, q, b?}. 
Note 5.4. As mentioned, the central Point in confusion is that a posteriori analysis of 
System behaviour may become ambiguous. For instance, assume that the System in 
Fig. 8 is observed in the state (b?, a!}. In this state it is not clear whether the transition 
s was in conflict with t at the time it occurred, or if b+ occurred after s, such that at the 
time of occurrence of s no alternative action was possible. 
5.2. The main theorem 
We come to the central part of this section, in which we shall prove that confusion 
will inevitably appear somewhere in every arbiter model satisfying some weak dead- 
block-freeness condition. 
We Start with an example illustrating the meaning and relevante of deadlock- 
freeness. 
Example 5.5. Consider the System obtained from Fig. 8 by replacing the interior of 
the dashed box with Fig. 9(a). We assume the arrows ending and starting in s and t to 
be connected to (and only to) the places a?, a! and b?, b! as before. 
The resulting arbiter has two inner states x and y in which it is prepared to accept 
either a? or b?. By autonomously executing either u or u it “guesses” the Signal to 
arrive first. It behaves as desired if the guess is correct. If the expected Signal does not 
arrive, however, a deadlock will result where no further action is possible. This is, for 
example, the case if after the occurrence of u the only Signal to arrive is on the b?-input. 
Fig. 9. (a) Deadlock and (b) possible resolution. 
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A straightforward construction to eliminate deadlocks is to implement inverse 
transitions permitting to withdraw wrong predecisions. For u this is accomplished by 
the additional transition w in Fig. 9(b). However, the insertion of w coincidently also 
introduces the possibility of confusion, e.g. (a+, {a?, x, b?}, s, w), This Observation 
may serve as a first hint that freedom from deadlock and confusion is not simulta- 
neously attainable. 
To prepare for the formal demonstration we need a few more lemmas on transition 
sequences. In contrast to Section 4 we shall here only have to consider Jinite 
sequences. 
In the following assume N = (P, T; F) to be an arbitrary but fixed net, M a state of 
N, and rc, cr, z E T*. 
Lemma 5.6. Zf M + o and M [a] + z, then M + UZ and M [o] [T] = M [az]. 
Notation 5.7. We write o < z if o is a prefix of z, i.e. if there is p E T* such that op = z. 
We write o < r if cr is a proper prefix of z, i.e. if o < z and o # z. 
Lemma 5.8. Zf (T < z and M + 2, then also M i= CJ. In particular, if z is a legal 
occurrence sequence, then so is o. 
Lemma 5.9. Assume the transition u occurs as an immediate predecessor of s within 
a legal occurrence sequence cr, i.e. such that (r has the form ol usoz. Then either u ind s or 
u seq s. 
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to exclude the possibility u alt s. Suppose to the contrary 
that there is some place x E YJ n OS. By assumption there is a state C such that 
C l= ol U. Now, after the occurrence of olu, i.e. in C[aru], the place x is unmarked 
(since according to Definition 3.2(ii) we must have ‘U n U’ = fl), and has to be marked 
again before s tan occur, hence s cannot occur immediately after u. Dually, a place 
x E u. n S* would be marked by the occurrence of u and would have to be unmarked 
again before s could occur. 0 
For the last two lemmas we need the following canonic extension of the indepen- 
dence notion in Definition 3.10 to transition sequences. 
Notation 5.10. For 0, z E T* we write o ind z, if sind t for all transitions s and t 
occurring in o and z, respectively. 
Lemma 5.11. Zj M + n, M + p and n ind p, then M [n] k p. 
Lemma 5.12. Zf cr = o’ p& and p ind rr, then CJ 3 a’npa”. 
We are now ready for the theorem. 
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Theorem 5.13. Let Z = (P, T; F, Gin) be an EPS as in Fig. 10. Assume that 
(i) 3 A E [Gin): a!, bi, E A, 
(ii) 3B E [Gin): b!, ai, E B, 
(iii) VD E [Gin): {a!, b!} $ D, 
(iv) at least one of the following hold: 
(a) VD E [Gin): ai, E D * 3 D’ E [D): sin, b! E D’, 
(b) VD E [Gin): bi” E D * 3 D’ E CD): bi”, a! Er D’. 
Then there are C E [Gin), u, s, t E T such that (u, C, s, t) is an asymmetric confusion. 
Before we Start the proof, some remarks on the assumptions may be helpful. 
Conditions (i) and (ii) mean that the System is able to respond correctly if presented 
with either of the inputs a? or b?, whereas (iii) requires that at most one request is 
passed through. Condition (iv) means that the module CArb tan autonomously 
predecide against at most one of the inputs, cf. Example 5.5. Of course, in an actual 
implementation one would require both (a) and (b) to hold. For the proof to go 
through, however, either one is sufficient. 
Proof of Theorem 5.13. By symmetry we may assume that in assumption (iv) the 
condition (a) holds. 
According to (i) there is a transition sequence rc enabled in Ci” such that a! E Ci” [n], 
which by (iva) implies that 3 D’ E [Ci”[Z]): b! E D’. But note that also a! E D’, since a! 
once marked cannot be unmarked again. Such a D’, however, is impossible because of 
(iii). 
On the other hand, a+ tan obviously occur at most once in any System run. We 
conclude that rc contains exactly one occurrence of a+. This implies in particular that 
rc has a unique decomposition of the form pa+a. (5.1) 
Without loss of generality we may, moreover, assume that the whole suffix cr actual- 
ly depends on a+ in the sense that 
1 (a+a’ ind s) for every prefix of the form a’s i a. (54 
ah a+ a? Arbi ter 
Module 
CArb 
a! 
b. Wl b+ b? - b! 
Fig. 10. ZArb consists of an EPS connected to the environment via the interface places a?, b?, a! and b!, 
where a? and b? are input places to some transitions in Z,,,. Dually a! and b! are Outputs only. 
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This is seen as follows. If (5.2) is not satisfied in the original sequence 71, we inductively 
define a sequence 
x = no 5 . . . s 71” (5.3) 
of transition sequences each containing exactly one occurrence of a+. Assume 0 < i, 
and Zi has already been defined. We may write it as pia+Oi. NOW, if ci tan be further 
decomposed into the form o:scrj’ with aiinds, we may swap a: and s to obtain 
a sequence ni+i := pisgiay7ti, equivalent to zi by Lemma 5.12. 
If on the other hand such a decomposition of ni is no longer possible, we are done 
and put n:= i. (Note that the process terminates after a number of Steps bounded by 
the length of oO.) By transitivity, (5.3) implies n: E rc,, which by Proposition 4.14 
implies that n, has the same effect on Ci, as rc. Hence, we may replace 71 by 71, to obtain 
a suitable occurrence sequence which now satisfies (5.1) as well as (5.2). 
Observing that a+ does not occur in p, we see that ai, E Ci,[p]. Hence, because of 
(iva) a state B containing ai, as well as b! is reachable from Cin[p], say by an 
occurrence sequence z. This is illustrated by the top-left arrow labelled r in Fig. 11. 
The reader may wish to use this diagram showing a Portion of the reachability graph 
of C as a guideline throughout. 
It is clear that a+ does not occur in z. This implies that 
a+indT 
since a? cannot be marked by any transition except a+ itself. 
We Claim that 
1 (o ind 0). 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Fig. 11. Nodes represent states of Z. The arrows denote state changes induced by the corresponding 
transition sequences. The three arrows labelled r indicate that r is independent from - and hence tan be 
swapped with - a+ and IJ’. Similar remarks hold for all groups of arrows with the Same label. The Symbol 
# denotes the alt-relation. 
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Suppose the contrary. Using Cin[P] k r together with (5.1) and (5.4), this implies that 
Ci, [z] b r. But note that the application of z would mark h! in addition to the already 
established marking of a! by rc, resulting in a state containing both a! and b!. This, 
however, is excluded by (iii). 
Because of (5.5) there must in particular exist a Jirst transition occurrence s in 
o interfering with r, hence there is a unique prefix 
G’S < o with o’ ind z, 1 (s ind 7). (5.6) 
Moreover, by (5.2) above, 1 (a+a’ind s). Hence, there is a last occurrence u in a+o’ 
which is not independent from s, giving rise to a decomposition 
a+a’ = fs1u02 with o2 ind s, 1 (u ind s). (5.7) 
By Lemma 5.12, we may swap s with c2 to obtain 
pai uso2 3 pa+a’s < 7~. (5.8) 
Observing Lemma 5.8 and Proposition 4.14, we conclude from (5.8) that u and s are 
adjacent in a legal occurrence sequence. Since we have 1 (u ind s) by (5.7), Lemma 5.9 
leaves us with 
useqs (5.9) 
as the only possibility. Moreover, (5.8) clearly also implies 
Gin CP01 Ul k s. (5.10) 
In (5.6) above, s was picked as the first transition in o interfering with z. This, 
together with Ci” [p] + r, observing (5.4) and cr1 u < a+o’ in (5.7), Shows that oi u ind z, 
hence 
ein CP1 ul b z. (5.11) 
Recalling once again from (5.6) that 1 (sind z), there must be a first occurrence t in 
z that is not independent from s, which means that there is a prefix 
rit < z with sindzl, l(sindt). (5.12) 
By (5.11), it is trivially clear that C:= Ci”[pOIU~l] is a well-defined state. 
We now have the pieces together to establish (u, C, s, t) as an asymmetric confusion 
according to Definition 5.1 (i). 
We Start by showing that u is enabled in a C’ E [Gin) such that C’[u] = C. To this 
end it clearly suffices to establish uind z, and then put C’ := Ci”[por ri]. Now, by 
choice the transition u occurs before s in U+G. If u = a+, we are done because of (4.5). 
Otherwise we are done because of the choice of s as the first transition in o interfering 
with z. 
Next, we Show that s and t are enabled in C. We obtain C + s from (5.10), since 
sind zi by (5.12). Similarly, C k t follows from (5.1 l), since z1 t < r by (5.12). 
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It remains to verify the syntactic relationships between the transitions u, s and t. 
Now, u seq s was already established in (5.9). Since s and t are both enabled in C, we 
conclude s alt t from 1 (sind t) in (5.12). Finally, t ind u holds true, since as before the 
choice of u and s even implies zindu. 0 
Note 5.14. A closer look at the proof of Theorem 5.13 Shows that much effort is 
devoted to the swapping of independent transitions. If the System C tan be assumed to 
have only uncritical processes, the argument tan actually be somewhat simplified 
using processes instead of sequences. However, in general there appears to be no 
proof-technical advantage in the process approach, since - as illustrated in 
Example 4.7 - execution of processes may in the worst case degenerate to transition 
sequences anyway. 
5.3. Consequences and Applications 
Metastability 
Theorem 5.13 Shows that a state such as {a?, q, b?) in Fig. 8 where the behaviour 
becomes indeterministic will appear somewhere in every arbiter model. Actually, the 
arbiter will remain blocked in that state if no additional influence is experienced from 
outside. It is a well-known Problem in asynochronous circuit design that such 
metastable states tan Cause unpredictable macroscopic delays in circuit behaviour. 
Metastability is known to be a Source of many serious hard to find System failures 
[2,15]. In the words of [21, p. 96) the metastable state is “the bane of asynochronous 
digitial Systems”. 
In this context, Theorem 5.13 might be interpreted as a purely finitary confirmation 
of the thesis that regions of metastability are unavoidable in bistable asynchronous 
devices. (For a mathematical proof based on dynamic System theory see [7].) 
Free-choice is not sufJicient 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 5.13 for modelling with nets concerns the 
applicability of “confusion-free” net models, in which two potentially competing 
transitions are never separated by a System state enabling one and not the other. Most 
prominent among such confusion-free nets are fiee-choice nets [6] and later exten- 
sions. The distinguishing feature of free-choice models is that the “nonseparation 
property” is already enforced by net structure alone plus a safety-requirement: 
Definition 5.15. (i) A net is extended free choice if any two transitions share all inputs 
if they share one. 
(ii) It is free choice if in addition two transitions may share at most one input. 
It thus turns out that the apparently advantageous nonseparation property ex- 
cludes the possibility to model satisfactorily arbiter behaviour and mutual exclusion. 
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Fairness 
Fairness questions are concerned with the ratio of actual execution to potential 
executability of actions [3]. For instance, a scheduler between two requests a? and b? 
might be considered unfair to b? if the conditions for the execution of b? are satisfied 
unboundedly often, and nonetheless a? is always preferred. 
Theorem 5.13 implies that fairness in asynchronous Systems may not only be 
difficult to handle, but even to dejine, because - as indicated in Note 5.4 - the existente 
of confusion restrains the a posteriori possibility to decide whether an action was at all 
executable. Hence, the “denominator” in the above ratio, and therefore the whole 
relationship, may become ambiguous. 
Priority 
An often suggested approach to break ties between conflicting actions is assignment 
of priority. Theorem 5.13 indicates that the use of priorities, however, is actually 
arguable precisely in those cases where they seem most called for, namely in arbitra- 
tion or mutual exclusion. As in fairness, the reason is that because of confusion the 
determination of conflict itself becomes inherently ambiguous. There will always be 
borderline cases where it is uncertain whether a low-priority action ar is in conflict 
with a high-priority action ah, or whether a, was in fact enabled earlier than ah, in 
which case the priority requirement becomes void, cf. [l 11. This in turn may lead to 
erroneous decisions on the first-come-first-served behaviour in arbiters. 
Fortunately, however, the negative consequences of confusion tan often be 
bounded, allocating it to some less critical part of the System where it tan be 
controlled with the help of some “extra-causal” means such as timing requirements. 
Example 5.16. Consider the arbiter module in Fig. 12, again embedded into an 
environment as in Fig. 10. 
In addition to causa1 dependencies implemented in the net, we assume the module 
to be driven by a local inner clock oscillating between two states x and y, in which it is 
prepared to accept inputs on a? and b?. In Order to guarantee response we assign 
priority to the output transitions s over u, and likewise to t over U. 
Fig. 12. An arbiter module based on a polling mechanism. 
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The System works as follows. The inner module ~011s the inputs a? and b?, and 
Passes through the first Signal detected without ambiguity. Assume, for example, there 
is a request on the (upper) a-line. Note that the transition a+ initiating the request is 
independent from the clock transitions u and V. It is therefore not always positively 
certain whether a? is already marked when the clock token reaches x. Now the crucial 
Observation is that it is possible to Limit the uncertainty to one clock cycle: If it is 
ambiguous whether a? was already marked when u occurs, then the Signal token may 
certainly be assumed to have arrived on a? the next time u becomes enabled. Observe 
that now coincidently also the higher-priority transition s has become enabled, such 
that the request Signal is passed through to the output place a!. 
Note also that the maximal deviation from the first-come-first-served behaviour in 
the arbiter is closely related to the cycle time T of the clock: (1) If a Signal a arrives at 
least T time units before b, then a will reliably be accepted as winner, and vice versa. 
(2) If, however, the Signals arrive within a time interval of length T, the outcome will 
be uncertain. 
Note finally that in arbiters based on a polling mechanism as above there is no 
danger of unpredictable metastability. If we tan assume that markings of the input 
places a? and b? will become stable within one cycle, the maximal response time of the 
arbiter is bounded by the cycle time T. 
Note 5.17. The resolution of ambiguity by a known limited deviation from desired 
behaviour in Example 5.16 is actually an example of a more general approach, 
applicable whenever some sort of continuous-to-discrete conversion is performed. We 
refer to [12, 191 for details. 
6. Concluding remarks 
In the first part of this Paper we tried to demonstrate that the - often under- 
estimated - notion of contact supports intuitive and concise descriptions of phe- 
nomena in distributed Systems that are otherwise not easily expressible with nets, such 
as the distinction between causa1 and temporal dependencies in nonsequential behav- 
iour. In the second part we discussed another often neglected notion, namely con- 
fusion. We showed that this notion is possibly even more relevant to net modelling, as 
it is inseparably linked to various central issues in distributed Systems, such as 
arbitration, synchronization, and mutual exclusion. 
Contact and confusion are proper concepts of net theory, but both in some sense 
transcend the clean-Cut causality approach predominant in nets. Their use increases 
the experssiveness of nets in contexts which include “extra-causal” mechanisms as, for 
instance, timing constraints. A great advantage of net-based models is that the 
distinction between structural and temporal dependencies nonetheless always remains 
transparent, a fact which may prove useful in particular in the detection and anlaysis 
of otherwise hard to find System failures. 
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